Summary Report

Evaluation Title: ENVS-201-01
Term: 2015-2016 Term 1
Instructors: Philip Loring
No. Respondents: 16
Percentage response: 64%

Core Factors

- **Learning/Academic Value**: 4.09
- **Instructor Enthusiasm**: 4.34
- **Individual Rapport**: 4.36
- **Examinations/Grading**: 3.6
- **Class Rating**: 3.82
- **Lecturer Rating**: 4.0

Lecture Mode

- **Organisation/Clarity**: 3.4
- **Breadth of Coverage**: 4.14

Tutorial Mode

- **Group Interaction**: 4.6

Unit Controller

- **Assignments/Reading**: 3.9
- **Workload/Difficulty**: 2.91